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CLEANING SYSTEM SAVES MONEY, SPACE AND VALUABLE TIME 
 
 

Even the most spacious boat has only so much storage. Savvy owners 

who know the value of consolidating choose Shurhold Industries' innovative 

One-Handle-Does-It-All System. Made in the USA, the family of products 

features over 40 different quality attachments that easily lock onto a single 

handle. Instead of buying, stowing and switching between numerous 

cleaning tools, the system saves money, space and valuable time. 

The heart of the system is the robust Shurhold handle. Available in 

fixed lengths from 33cm–152cm, telescoping 183cm and 274cm sizes, and 

the custom Fishing Series, they're made using triple-anodized, high-strength 

aluminum. The SHUR-LOK quick release locks attachment heads securely in 

place and detaches easily with the press of a button. 

If there's something to be cleaned on a boat, there's a Shurhold 

System attachment for it. Durable deck and soft-bristled brushes, brooms, 

mops, squeegees and scrubbers are built to handle the toughest jobs—but 

with protected, non-scratching edges—and provide seasons of reliable use. A 

Threaded Adapter allows it to be used with paint rollers and such. 

Truly a One-Handle-Does-It-All System, Boat Hook and Paddle 

attachments are available. For fishermen, there are Landing, Crab, and 

Shrimp and Shad Nets, a Tagger and Gaff Hook. The 25cm Curved Adapter 
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makes cleaning the waterline effortless. There's even a GoPro/VIRB Camera 

Adapter to capture the action. 

Shurhold Industries offers handles and attachments individually, as 

well as in sets. The Basic Boater Kit contains everything needed to keep a 

boat clean. It comes with a 183cm Telescoping Handle, Soft Deck Brush, 3-

in-1 Boat Hook, 3-pack of Microfiber Towels, Flexible Water Blade with 

Adapter, 948ml bottle of Brite Wash and a 396gm can of Serious Shine. 

Dedicated to educating boat owners, Shurhold provides key tips for 

boat value preservation at www.shurhold.com. Inventor of the One Handle 

Does It All system, Shurhold manufactures specialty care items and 

accessories to clean, polish and detail. 

Contact Shurhold, 3119 SW 42nd Ave., Palm City, FL 34990 USA. +1-

772-287-1313; Fax: +1-772-286-9620. www.shurhold.com. 
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